
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
AutoQL by Chata Now Available on Microsoft AppSource 
 
Calgary, AB — September 21, 2022 - Chata, today announced the availability of AutoQL on 
Microsoft AppSource, an online cloud marketplace providing tailored line-of-business solutions.  
 
Chata builds AutoQL, an API-first solution that empowers non-technical business users with 
easy-to-use, self-service analytics. Chata’s AI dynamically translates natural language into 
database query language(s). This enables everyone – even non-technical business users – to 
explore data in real-time, simply by asking questions in their own words. 
 

AutoQL can now be accessed from both Microsoft Teams and Excel, making it possible for users 
to explore and analyze data directly (and securely) from their data warehouse/lakehouse in 
their own Azure environment. Enabling self-service data accessibility from these modern 
workplace tools reduces ad hoc data demands on internal technical teams while simultaneously 
improving data-driven collaboration and decision-making across business units. 
 
“We understand that modern enterprises greatly depend on both Microsoft Teams and Excel, 
and saw an opportunity to streamline data-driven workflows and accelerate time-to-insights by 
making AutoQL seamlessly accessible in these tools,” says Kelly Cherniwchan, CEO and Founder 

of Chata. “Now, any user can access detailed data in their Azure environment to populate 
existing workflows within Microsoft Excel or collaborate in real-time around key insights and 
critical decisions in Microsoft Teams.” 
 
Chata has focused its technology around creating conversational data experiences at the scale 
of the modern data warehouse, which is what today's data-driven organizations require to 
optimize business outcomes. 
 
“Through Microsoft AppSource, customers around the world can easily find tailored line-of-

business partner solutions that work with the products they already use,” said Toby Bowers, 
General Manager, Business Applications Group, Microsoft Corp. “We’re happy to welcome 
Chata’s solution to the growing AppSource ecosystem.” 
 
Learn more about Chata’s Microsoft Integrations through the Microsoft AppSource. 
 
About Chata 
Based in Calgary, Alberta, Chata was founded in 2017 with the mission to empower individuals 
to easily get answers and uncover insights from their database.  

 
Chata’s powerful API-first AI technologies enable all business users to explore their data 
warehouse(s) and/or data lakehouse(s). With intuitive, real-time access to data, users can 
easily understand the details underlying KPIs and gain critical insights that drive informed 
decisions and help propel the business forward.  More information about Chata is available at 
www.chata.ai.  
 
Media queries can be directed to:  
Erica Lister, Senior Marketing Specialist at Chata  

Email: erica@chata.ai  
Chata Media Kit: www.chata.ai/media-kit/ 
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